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Figure 2,37: General scheme of transposition from the recipient chain

different, they will probably have different mobility and they will respond to

different stimulus. This can provoke that an IS overhang moves alone, leaving

the remaining Tn without carrying out the transposition. We will only consider

the possibility in which ISL = ISR and, therefore, Tn moves all together. In

such case, the mechanism used to carry out the transposition is the same for

IS, as well as for Tn, as it is shown in figure 2.37 for the recipient chain.

Although in the recipient chain the result is always the same, we may point

out the existence of two types of transposition depending on the replication

or non-replication of the transposen when moving from its position: A) non-

replicative, B) replicative.

A) Nonreplicative transposition The transposable element can remain

intact, moving as a unit from one site to another.

Initial state:
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\
Transposen

\
Target

Final state:

Donor Receptor

B) Replicative transposition The element becomes duplicated during

the reaction, so a copy remains in its original position and the other becomes

transposed.

Initial state:

\
Transposon

\
Target

Final state:

Donor Receptor

There are transposons that can use both types of moving.

In the replicative transposition, the insertion of a copy from a transposon

near its original position can cause reorganizations of the host DNA which
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depend on whether both copies of the transposen are positioned a) in the

same direction, or b) in opposite direction. During the recombination, both

repeated sequences are paired causing the following mechanisms:

a) If both copies are in the same direction, the first step is a pairing of the

analogous sequences that form a loop.

The next step is the deletion of all the existing material between the two equal

sequences:

The direct repetition selects the material positioned between them. There-

fore, the deletion of adjacent sequences to a transposen is carried out in two

stages: 1) transposition, which would produce a direct repetition of the trans-

poson, 2) recombination between repetitions.

b) If transposons are in opposite direction, when pairing there is not any loop

formation and the preceding and following DNA cannot be deleted. The repeti-

tion of inverted regions may cause the inversion of the central chain. Therefore,

the DNA sequence positioned between two inverted repeats is stable, this is to

say, it cannot be deleted although it could be inverted.
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All these changes, except deletion, can be reverted: they can vanish and

restore the DNA to its original configuration. In order to revert a deleted one,

it would be necessary to obtain a way of gathering memory for the vanished

elements. Nature has not achieved it yet.
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Chapter 3

Analogies between genetic and

verbal language

3.1 Syntactic-structural analogies

3.1.1 They are combinatorial languages

The only two known systems of natural information that work by means of

combinations of discrete elements are the genetic and the verbal systems. Just

with a small amount of symbols without meaning, one can construct mini-

mal meaningful units that are combined, at the same time, forming others

which are bigger and so on until creating the great text of the human being or

comparatively of a science fiction novel, for instance.

This connection between both languages represents a huge surprise from

the scientific point of view, because the genetic transmission system is not

written, as Jacob says, neither in ideograms nor in hieroglyphic, but in an

alphabet as the one of the present-day languages.

In this text, Jakobson points out Jacob's surprise in the face of such an

important discovery.
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Dans sa leçon inaugurale au Collège de France, François Jacob

décrit de façon vivant la stupéfaction du savant qui découvre cet al-

phabet nucléique: "A l'ancienne notion du gène, structure intégrale

que l'on comparait à la boule d'un chapelet, a donc succédé celle

d'une séquence de quatre éléments répétés par permutations. L'hé-

rédité est déterminée par un message chimique inscrit le long des

chromosomes. La surprise, c'est que la spécificité génétique soit

écrite, non avec des idéogrammes comme en chinois, mais avec

un alpahabet comme en française, ou plutôt en morse. Le sens

du message provient de la combinaison des signes en mots et de

l'arrangement des mots en phrases. [...] A posteriori, cette so-

lution apparaît bien comme la seule logique. Comment assurer

autrement pareille diversité d'architectures avec une telle simplicité

de moyens?"

[...]

Par conséquent, nous pouvons affirmer que, de tous les systèmes

transmetteurs d'information, le code génétique et le code verbal son

les seuls qui soient fondés sur l'emploi d'éléments discrets qui, en

eux-mêmes, sont dépourvus de sens mais servent à constituer les

unités significatives minimales, c'est-à-dire des entités dotées d'une

signification qui leur est propre dans le code en question. Con-

frontant l'expérience des linguistes et celle des généticiens, Jacob

a déclaré avec pertinence que, "dans les deux cas, il s'agit d'unités

qui en elles-mêmes son absolument vides de sens mais qui, groupées

de certaines façons, prennent un sens que est, soit le sens des mots

dans le language, soit un sens au point de vue biologique, c'est-

à-dire pour l'expression des fonctions qui sont contenues, qui sont

'écrites' le long du message chimique génétique"

(Jakobson, 1973, pp. 51-52)
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Following the explanation of Jacob, where the biologist makes way for the

analogy among different combinatory structures of both languages, we ask

ourselves which are these genetic and verbal combinatory units: in the first

place, which are the minimal units without meaning; later, how assemblies

with structures and every time more complex meanings have been constructing

until forming the text.

3.1.2 Genetic and verbal combinatory units

Since the "linguistic" nature of the genetic code was discovered, many attempts

at formulating comparisons with the verbal language have been carried out.

Now is the moment of checking the reach of these parallelisms and suggesting,

if it is necessary, others which allow us to establish valid analogies for syntax

study.

We start from a general point of view which can provide the key to interpret

the different units altogether:

Les derniers travaux sur le déchiffrement progressif du code de

l'ADN [...] nous apprennent en réalité que toute l'information

génétique, dans tous ses détails et dans toute sa spécificité, est

contenue dans des messages moléculaires codés, à savoir dans leurs

séquences linéaires de 'mots du code' ou 'codons'. Chaque mot

comprend trois sous-unités de codage appelées 'bases nucleotides'

ou 'lettres' de T'alphabet' qui constituent le code. Cet alphabet

comprend quatre lettres différentes 'utilisées pour énoncer le mes-

sage génétique'. Le 'dictionnaire' du code génétique comprend 64

mots distincts qui, eu égard à leurs éléments constitutifs, son ap-

pelés 'triplets', car chacun d'eux forme une séquence de trois lettres;

soixante et un de ces triplets ont une signification propre et les trois

autres ne sont apparemment utilisés que pour signaler la fin d'un
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message génétique.

[...]

... Nos lettres étant de simples substituts de la structure phonématique

de la langue et l'alphabet morse n'étant qu'un substitut secondaire

des lettres, il vaut mieux comparer directement les sous-unités de

code génétique aux phonèmes.

(Jakobson, 1973, p. 51. 52)

In these two fragments Jakobson suggests a first interpretation and cor-

relates the elements of the genetic code and the verbal code in the following

way:

• nucleotides - phonemes/letters

« codons - words

9 lexicon - 64 codons

3.1.2.1 Nucleotides - phonemes/letters

The relation between phonemes and nucleotides was the first one suggested

from the structural point of view and it has caused a lot of controversy between

linguists and biologists. We will take into account this first proposal and some

of the criticisms that have been made in order to form our own opinion.

La similitude de structure de ces deux systèmes d'information

va cependant beaucoup plus loin. Toutes les corrélations entre

phonèmes sont décomposables en plusieurs oppositions binaires des

traits distinctifs irréductibles. D'une manière analogue, les quatre

'lettres' du code nucléique: thymine (T), cytosine (C), guanine (G)

et adénine (A) se combinent en deux oppositions binaires. Une
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relation de dimension (appelée 'transversion' par Freese et Crick)

oppose les deux pyrimidines T et C aux purines G et A qui son plus

grandes. En revanche, les deux pyrimidines (T et C) et, également,

les deux purines (G et A), sont l'une par rapport à l'autre dans

une relation de 'congruence reflexive' ou de 'transition', selon la

terminologie de Freese et Crick: elles présentent le donneur et le

receveur dans ordres inverses. Ainxi T:G = C:A, et T:C = G:A.

Seules les bases opposées deux fois sont compatibles dans les deux

chaînes complémentaires de la molécule d'ADN: T est compatible

avec A et C avec G.

(Jakobson, 1973, p. 52-53)

Jakobson mainly emphasizes the binary nature of the two elements, follow-

ing the idea of the phonetic oppositions. In this way, A and G are opposed to

C and T in the feature purine/pyrimidine in the same way that, for instance,

/b/ and /p/ are opposed to the voiced/voiceless feature. The reasoning con-

cludes with the affirmation that only those bases, which oppose twice, are

complement ary.

Against this line of reasoning, it is advisable to indicate that the idea of

opposition exists in phonetics, but not the idea of complementarity. For in-

stance, /b/ is opposed to /t/ twice in the [voicing] feature and in the [enunci-

ation point] feature, but they are not complementary. Furthermore, Jakobson

uses the idea of phonematic opposition, which is typical of verbal languages,

to explain a concept that does not exist in this system.

(Marcus, 1998), reviewing the development of biology, linguistics and com-

putational sciences as a whole in the recent years, considers the proposal of

(Jakobson, 1973) and finds many difficulties. It is worthwhile to check some

of them:
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1. There are only four types of nucleotides, while the number of phonemes

is larger than 20.

2. Phonemes are abstract entities. Nucleotides are material entities.

3. Syntax of phonemes has only one level (substratum) while syntax of

nucleotides has two substrata, DNA and RNA.

4. Syntax of nucleotides in DNA is double stranded, while syntax of phonemes

in language is single stranded.

5. The length of an RNA molecule is generally much smaller than the length

of a DNA molecule, but much larger than the length of a statement in

language.

We share the critical attitude of Marcus in front of the Jakobson proposals

but we think that his objections should be analyzed in detail.

In relation to [1], we can say that the difference between the number of

nucleotides and the number of phonemes -4 to 28-is very small. If we compare

these two inventories with the number of words in a language or number of

genes in the genetic code of a human being, the difference is endless. What

is really remarkable is the fact that they are two small, discret and combining

sets. The existence of four nucleotides entails two opposed consequences:

a) an increase in the simplicity in the recognition process,

b) an increase in the degree of complexity.

In chemistry, it surely results simpler to work with four elements than

with twenty-eight, but this fact is unquestionably translated into an important

decrease of the combinatory power and, therefore, into an increase in the length

and importance of the expressions.

The last affirmation links directly with objection [5] formulated by Mar-

cus: a molecule of RNA is much longer than a linguistic string because it
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needs many more "letters" than the verbal .alphabet. If verbal language had

only four phonemes, instead of twenty-eight, its words would be, surely, much

longer than the present-day ones and the length of sentences, texts, books . . .

would increase geometrically. However, it would not prevent the language from

having the same combinatory structures.

Difficulty [2] exposes two problems of different reach at the same time. On

the one hand, it approaches the dichotomy between abstraction and tangibil-

ity, radical difference between the verbal and genetic language. On the other

hand, it extrapolates the problem and focuses it in the difference between the

phoneme and the amino acid, by formulating it in the same terms.

The first approach seems incontrovertible from the point of view of present-

day knowledge. Verbal language is processed in the mind, which is an abstract

and intangible object. However, genetic code is chemistry. So, whereas it

is possible to discover the functioning and configuration of the latter in a

laboratory, it is not possible to make approximations of empirical kind of the

former. Anyway, such distinction becomes weakened due to the lack of data

we have about language processing.

In relation to the different nature of phonemes and nucleotides, let's re-

member that the first ones are indeed abstractions, but produced starting

from sounds, physical entities. Therefore, it is reasonable to establish the rela-

tionship between sound-nucleotide, this is to say, between phonetics (as a part

of physics) and chemistry. On the other hand, one can affirm that /d/ is the

abstraction of a sound [d] in the same way that T is the abstraction of the

chemical compound Thymine, in a computational formalization.

Points [3] and [4] are very related and they can be analyzed altogether. In

the genetic language the author identifies two kinds of structuration that allow

us the permission of interpreting:
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• Substratum: each of the physical states in the decodification process of

the genetic message.

- DNA

- RNA

— Amino acids

• Stratum: each of the existing physical levels in the DNA substratum,

which correspond to the two complementary strings.

3. Substratum: Protéine

2. Substratum: RNA

1. Substratum: DNA
Two DNA strata

Figure 3.1: Communicative genetic substrata and strata

It remains to be resolved if these two structures or dimensions of the genetic

language -substratum and stratum- can be compared with some linguistic

fact. We start with the second, which refers to the two complementary strings

of nucleotides. It is certainly the initial substratum, comparable with the

production of sound strings which can be unfolded in two strata:

• the phonetic level which produces the physical sequence of signals that

we name speech,

« the supra-segmental features of the language: intonation, pauses...

The second dimension of language refers to two substrata (which we have

turned into three by adding the terminal string of amino acids): DNA and

RNA.
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The first step from DNA to RNA consists simply of a monoenchainment

of the information. Two strings become one by means of a process that does

not entail any interpretation. The second step, whose physic basis is the RNA,

transforms RNA into a new information, by means of a semantic mechanism

of meaning assignation. This leads us to outline an analogy between the two

levels of decoding a linguistic message. The first one, a process of the sound

analysis; the second, a process of interpretation.

There is a radical difference between the two proposing substrata in the

verbal language and those of the genetic language. One more time, one tries

to carry out an analogy between a physical and an abstract concept.

Only the first substratum of the physical verbal language, the sound, has

two dimensions at the same time. The second substratum, the process of

interpretation, is a huge unknown and it probably has some different and non-

abstract neurological support that we do not know of yet.

A double substratum and a possible double string have been established

in the verbal language, but there is not an accurate answer to Marcus objec-

tion [4]. Nucleotides are present at two strata of DNA. We cannot say the

same about phonemes which are only found in one. Therefore, the proposing

difficulty has not been totally solved.

If Marcus' attitude is cautious, more radical is (Collado, 1993a), who de-

fends clearly the idea that nucleotides and phonemes cannot be compared.

This is his argument:

...The notion of phoneme is strongly related to rules that stip-

ulate the existence of regularities in their occurrence, something

untenable with nucleotides where all the combinations of neigh-

bors are possible, and no pertinent regularities for the study of

regulation exist. The definition of a phoneme as the smallest unit

occurring independently in different contexts and, thus, with which
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substitut able rules can be found, is not applicable to nucleotides

[...]
In certain contexts, substitutions of a single base alters regula-

tion, whereas in other contexts, any base substitution is acceptable,

provided no deletions or additions are made. In other contexts, a

reduced number of additions or substitutions of any ten base pairs

on a string of DNA has negligible effects in the regulation of UGIs.

These cases illustrate the wide range of variation on the degree of

acceptable substitutions of nucleotides.

It seems clear that at the level of nucleotides, no rules equiva-

lent to such as those that constitute the aim in phonology can ever

be found within UGIs. This is so because restrictions on immediate

neighbors are generally much looser in DNA than in natural lan-

guages, but mainly because these restrictions depend on the nature

of the sequence considered.

Thus, if the notion of phoneme is that of the smallest elements

that can define classes based on the test of substitut ability, indi-

vidual nucleotides do not satisfy this requierement. Recall that

the phonological level, as the first level of representation of natural

language, has already some generality.

Collado bases on the definition of phoneme to clarify that the neighbour's

rules and the nucleotide's rules are not the same. He also applies the test of

minimal couples to nucleotides. However, in a natural language the change,

for instance, of /p/ into f t / always alters an expression, modifies it or empties

its meaning. But in the genetic code it is not always like this, it dépends

on whether the place where the replacement takes place corresponds to the

domain of the regulating area or to the structural genes.

That is the way Collado rejects the analogy phoneme-nucleotide by apply-

ing functional tests.
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Prom the analysis of these different positions, one deduces clearly that the re-

lation between nucleotide-phoneme (letter) is neither obvious nor precise. The

biggest difficulty lies in connecting two communication systems that, in spite

of having very important similarities, work in absolutely different mediums:

the physical and the abstract one.

In spite of this, some common essential facts have been pointed out:

i. Both inventories are closed,

ii. They are minimal units.

iii. Units do not have sense by themselves, but only when combined with

others.

It is advisable to recall that we are establishing analogies, not identities.

We cannot expect the existence of an exact level or unit in any of the languages

as it refers to the other. What is checked is that they have a similar structure.

This last idea is testified enough through the similarities shown and even in

the difficulties cited, which demonstrate a clear commensurability. Trying to

establish a uniform identity is as difficult as creating a utopia.

3.1.2.2 Codons - words

If we assume that the nucleotide, comparing it with the phoneme or not,

is the minimal non-meaningful unit of the genetic code, and the phoneme

is the minimal non-meaningful unit of the verbal language, then the next

step consists of looking for the first unit with meaning in which they can be

combined.

Formal languages, for which the meaning does not exist, do not need to take

part in these arguments and they use the word "string" for every concatenation

of symbols. Up to now, neither genetics nor language can permit that. In the
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case of these two sciences, it is worth while to discuss about which are the

lexical units in both of them.

Minimal meaningful units in linguistics: words vs morphemes

In Linguistics, we would say that phonemes are combined amongst them-

selves forming morphemes, which are traditionally defined as the minimal unit

with meaning.

Nevertheless, these' elements do not usually act in an independent way

but rather they gather forming words. A word is defined as a combination

of morphemes. Indeed, words are sets of morphemes; however, some of them

have only one element. This is to say, there are some morphemes which are

also words.

All this directly causes the frequent passage of phrases to words, in the

syntactic analysis as well as in the generation of sentences.

On the other hand, morphemes are divided into lexical ones and grammat-

ical ones according to their meaning and combination power. Words are also

classified as those with lexical meaning and those with grammatical meaning.

Minimal meaningful units in genetics: gênons

Let's start with the argument about the genetic term of "codon", under-

stood as a set of three nucleotides with meaning placed within the structural

genes area.

As we have explained in 2.4.1, there are also sets of nucleotides with mean-

ing in the domain of an operon in which we call regulating areas. These

combinations distinguish from codons in the number of nucleotides -which are

variable- in the situation and kind of meaning. However, they must also be
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taken into account as significative consequences. In order to be able to refer

to them as we do with codons, we call them contrôlions. An example can be

the group TATAAT, located between the regulating and the structural area,

which shows the place of initiation of transcription and, therefore, it means

something like "starts here".

Codons and contrôlions are minimal units with meaning in the genetic code

that we group under the name of gênons.

Keeping in mind that in genetics there is not a term that reflects the same

codon concept within the structural genes, we have been forced to invent it.

We name genon the minimal significative genetic unit placed anywhere in the

operon area.

Jakobson affirms (see p. 73) that there exists a relationship between codons

(groups of three nucleotides) and words. On the other hand, (Marcus, 1998)

prefers to establish a parallelism between codons and morphemes. We will

examine these two proposals, but before that we must check the exact terms

with which we want to carry out the comparison.

In spite of verifying that the suitable term for the genetic unit is not codon

but genon, we will work with the hypothesis formed by the authors being aware

that its coverage must be increased.

Codons - morphemes

Both concepts fit perfectly the definition of morpheme as a minimal mean-

ingful unit. The problem is that whereas codons have meaning independently,

morphemes do not normally work alone, instead they function in combinations.

If a codon is like a morpheme, and morphemes combine with others to form

what is called words, then what do assemblies of codons form? In the same

substratum, genes; in other substratum (see figure 3.1), already translated into
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amino acids, form protéines.

By following these two ways of reasoning from the beginning to end, we

directly reach the analogy between word/'gene or word/protéine. Obviously,

both units seem too complex to use them as correferences for the linguistic

level where a word is located.

Codons - words

If codons are words, why can they not ever be broken down into other

smaller units? The first hypothesis would consist of relating codons only with

invariable words. But it does not seem feasible because it is precisely these

kinds of words that bring a weaker meaning to the assembly, while codons are

the authentic components of amino acids. If we force the situation even more,

one can postulate adverbs as linguistic references for codons because these are

the only invariable words with full meaning. This is, however, an option too

risky and limited, discarded due to the same reasons above mentioned.

A final approach to the problem leads us to believe that, in Genetics, all

words are monomorphematical. Let's imagine that grammatical morphemes,

such as the plural, are not necessary for codons because if it is desirable to syn-

thesize a protein twice, it is achieved by means of the uninterrupted activation

of the regulator set.

This is the way to reach a concept of minimal meaningful unit related to

codons, which need to be defined as monomorphematical words from a linguis-

tic point of view. This definition is extended, as we have already indicated, to

the whole domain of genon.

Lexical - grammatical meaning

Once the essential parallelism has been checked, we can continue analysing
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what some authors propose within their own conception. First, Marcus finds

grammatical morphemes within structural genes. These are those codons which

mean "STOP". The difference between these two types of codons is not that

the former ones are transcribed while the latter ones are not, but that they

have only an internal function: saying when the transcription must end. The

distinction is interesting because it points out, in a genetic way, the difference

between lexical morpheme and grammatical morpheme.

It can also be observed that contrôlions have meanings such as "here",

"start", "does not work", "works", etc. In fact, they resemble more the codon

'STOP' than the triplets which encode for amino acids. Therefore, it can

be affirmed that all codons -except the three which mean "STOP"- have

lexical meaning, while contrôlions have grammatical meaning. Here, lexical

and grammatical mean literally and respectively "that is expressed in another

higher substratum" and "that is not expressed in another higher substratum",

respectively. That is the reason why perhaps it would be better to speack

about external meaning and internal meaning.

codons •• external meaning

genons<^
' contrôlions
codons STOP~ internal meaning

Lexicon

The initial proposal of Jakobson postulated that the genetic lexicon con-

sisted of 64 words. Obviously, he falls very short. In fact, these 64 "words"

of DNA only refer to codons. They are words of external meaning, except for

the three that mean "stop".

Codons are words of three letters. Since there are only four bases, gathered
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three by three, they add up to sixty-four lexical items. Besides their small

number, these units have another difficulty: many of them are synonymous

(see table 2.1), because there exist only twenty-one meanings, those twenty we

have named external of the amino acids and those we have called internal.

Regarding the relation between the inventory of contrôlions and lexicon,

the larger part of these lexical items has not yet been recognized. Some of

them have already been identified by means of statistical methods, such as the

already named TATA AT box. All of them have internal meaning.

The genetic lexicon -a complete compilation of all gênons-, then, consists

of a small number of known items placed in the structural area with external

meaning (codons) and of an important number, that we still have to recognize,

with internal meaning within the promoter or the structural genes (control-

Ions) .

3.1.2.3 Operon - sentence

Dealing with the upper syntactic units, (Jakobson, 1973) once again makes a

very interesting contribution.

Les linguistes et les biologistes ont une connaissance encore

plus claire du schéma strictement hiérarchique qui est le principe

intégrateur fondamental des messages verbaux et génétiques. [...]

Le pasasage des unités lexicales aux unités syntaxiques de degrés

différents correspond au passage des codons aut 'cistrons' et 'opérons',

et les biologistes on fait le parallèle entre ces deux derniers degrés

de séquence génétique et les constructions syntaxiques ascendantes

et les contraintes imposées à la distribution des codons à l'intérieur

de ces constructions ont été appelées 'syntaxe de la chaîne ADN',

(Jakobson, 1973, p. 53)
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In this quotation "cistrons" and "opérons" are considered upper syntactic

units, but the author does not intend to propose a linguistic correlation. The

word "cistron", which we have not used any time up to now, means essentially

the same as "gene" (cf. (Lewin, 1997)). Therefore, we are relegated to more

complex assemblies of the genetic code, namely the gene and the operon. How-

ever, in this case, it is not specified with what they relate, nor it is explained

what each one of these concepts is.

The upper structure to the words we have just studied is the sentence.

This is also the essential unit in syntax and for this reason it is fundamental,

in order to analyze the structural relations between the two systems and to

inquire whether they have a genetic analogy. Up to now, nobody has proposed

any.

A good way to start this research is found in (Collado, 1989a). The whole

work of this author intends to establish a generative mechanism based on

Linguistics to explain the regulation. It seems, according to these studies,

that the operon is the genetic concept that better fits the sentence. Therefore,

have we found the genetic syntactic basic unit? Similarities are notorious.

Unfortunately, the first common feature of both concepts is the difficulty

in the definition. So, we approach it in a descriptive way: a sentence is a unit

formed by subject and predicate.

S = NP , + VP

The operon (2.2.1) is considered as "units of transcriptive activity [...] coor-

dinated by a genetic element". There are two essential elements in the opérons:

the promoter (regulating area) and the area of structural genes.

(Collado & al., 1998) offer a description of the operon (TU: Transcriptional

Unit) as the unit formed by Pr'" (regulating unit) and S" (structural area).

TU = Pr'" + S"
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Using these schematic descriptions from what we could call, in both cases,

the minimal syntactic unit, one reaches other highly complex structures . Each

of the units that form an S or a TU can become decomposed at the same time

into smaller ones. So, we can say that a possible structure of NP is D + N;

NP = D N

whereas V P can present the configuration V + PP.

VP = V + PP

The same happens with Pr'", which is decomposed Pr" + S',

Pr1" = Pr" + S'

and with S" which is Sn

S" = S1 + S2 ... Sn

By means of this simple compositional analysis starting from the descriptive

definitions of sentence and operon, we have constructed two small grammars

with their rewriting rules which are useful to make simple sentences or simple

opérons that can be represented by means of trees.
Sentence

S = NP VP

N P = D N

VP = V PP

Operon

TU

Pr'"

S'

Pr'" S'

Pr" S'

S1 S2 ... Sn
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Finally, in the same way that complex linguistic structures O — c = O O,

exist, it can be found, quite easily, a construction such as TU — c = TU TU

which corresponds to a complex operon or a minimal regulon. This implies

that the two languages we treat can use recursivity and their structures are

widely parallel.

TU-c S-c

Pr" S' Sl S2 N V N

Figure 3.2: Partial derivation of a complex operon and a coordinate sentence

3.1.2.4 The gene

The gene has been for a century the star of genetics, the unit of inheritance

transmission. Nowadays, with knowledge of the functioning of opérons and

regulation, such protagonism weakening because the genie functioning passes

through the interaction of many elements and the certitude that they cannot

codify alone. Anyway, it is not expected that a unit like this one does not have

a linguistic parallel.

At the moment, we have put aside the idea that the gene is analogous to a

word because it seems to be a larger unit. On the other hand, it is a component
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of the operon that we have just related to a sentence. Prom here it follows that

the gene must.be. an intermediate unit between the word and the sentence.

We think the most suitable option is to establish a link between a gene,

as a set of codons, and a phrase, as a set of morphemes/words. The proposed

analogy derives from the observation of generative trees from figure 3.2, where

we can see that the gene and the phrase occupy similar generative and func-

tional categories as an intermediate level between the sentence / operon and

terminal symbols.

Contrary to this conclusion, there is the traditional idea of the gene as

a global semantic unit that the phrase does not share. But this initial idea

of genetics loses importance when considering that genes of the same operon

are not read separately, but altogether. If it is true, it does not make any

sense to apply the notion of semantic autonomy to them because they are not

independent.

3.1.2.5 Units of speech and punctuation marks

According to (Jakobson, 1973, p. 59),

Si nous passons de la syntaxe au domaine à peine exploré de

l'analyse du discours, on constate, semble-t-il, certaines corespon-

dances avec la "macro-organisation" des messages génétiques et

de ses éléments constitutifs les plus élevés, les "replicons" et les

"segregons".

and in another place (Jakobson, 1973, p. 53),

Dans les message génétique, les 'mots' ne sont pas séparés les

uns des autres, tandis que les signaux spécifiques indiquent le com-

mencement et la fin de l'opéron, et sont appelés par métaphore

'signes de ponctuation' ou 'virgules'. Ils correspondent en réalité
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aux procédés démarcatifs utilisés dans,la division phonologique de

l'énoncé en phrases et des phrases en propositions et en membres

de phrases.

While (Pollack, 1994, pp. 21-22) affirms:

... genes, like sentences, are separate and separable passages,

each critical to the way different cells derive different meanings

from the same long, complicated text. In each chromosome, line

and page breaks do not occur; the letters form one continuous line.

But along that line, the genes are separated by other sequences

that serve as molecular punctuation marks. Sets of genes form

arguments the way sentences form paragraphs and articles.

These three quotations refer to units which are superior to the sentence.

However, only the first one formulates specific proposals when referring to

replicons and segregons. Nevertheless, we dare to say that these two terms do

not refer to higher genie assemblies. Now we present another proposal. Since

we have compared a sentence to an operon, we can consider a paragraph, a

set of sentences linked by a common idea, parallel to a "regulon" (see 2.34).

Considering what we know about the functioning of these units until now, this

is quite a defensible analogy because there is just one stimulating substance

that activates a set of opérons in the same way that an idea catalyzes a group

of sentences. Besides, we can form other paragraphs with other central ideas

using the same sentences, in the same way that not all the stimulus activate

the same opérons and some opérons can be altogether activated by different

stimulus.

In relation to punctuation marks, both authors mentioned above suggest

that the junk DNA may carry out a similar function. However Searls (Searls,

1992) has the shortest proposal: "a few codons serve as marks of punctuation,

signaling where translation should start and end". Actually, the codon meaning
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"STOP" indicates that the transcription must end. This codon in itself can

be a punctuation mark with the same meaning as a normal period (.).

In summary of this section, and only as a reference for the study, we have

chosen the analogies shown in the scheme 3,3.

COMBINATORY UNITS

•Nucleotides-

• Gênons

/codons-

\ontrollons

f— Genes-

• Opérons •

-Phonemes—

Words/Morphemes-

Phrases

Sentences

Figure 3.3: Relationship among structural units

3.2 Semantic analogies

3.2.1 Arbitrariness of the code

We started this chapter (p. 71) with a text in which Jacob was surprised that

the information of the genetic code was written neither in hieroglyphic nor in

ideograms, but in an alphabet like ours. Genetic signs are neither icons nor
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signs, but symbols. The significant (codon) and the meaning (amino acid) do

not have any relationship. Therefore, we are within a highly developed lan-

guage, as Monod emphasizes, and the transmission of information is absolutely

arbitrary.

De sort que s'il est bien vrai que le code génétique est écrit dans

un langage stéréochimique dont chaque lettre est constituée par une

séquence de trois nucléotides (un triplet) dans l'ADN, spécifiant un

acide aminé (parmi vingt) dnas le polypeptide, il n'existe aucune

relation stérique directe entre le triplet codant et l'acide aminé

codé.

Ceci entraîne une très importance conclusion, à savoir que ce

code, universel dans la biosphère, paraî chimiquement arbitraire,

en ce sens que le transfert d'information pourrait tout aussi bien

avoir lieu selon une autre convention.

(Monod, 1970, p. 123)

3.2.2 Synonymy

Synonymy is an ultrarepresented phenomenon within the genetic code. The

clearest and best known example is found in the structural area: the same two

codons can represent the same amino acid. Just the same, it is in this way

that the 64 known codons only correspond to 21 meanings. However, biologists

do not talk about synonymy but redundancy or degeneracy, an evolutionary

concept that preferentially refers to the way in which one has reached such

situation.

From the contrôlions point of view, it seems that in every species or even

in every operon the sequences used to indicate the beginning of transcription

or the sticking sites of proteins for the repression or activation functions are
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not equal. Somehow, this is a case of synonymy, although it starts to approach

the diversity of languages.

3.2.3 Polysemy

Polysemy is another linguistic phenomenon that plays an important role within

the genetic language. We will explain it by means of a very simple example

that we have mentioned previously.

We have referred to the TATAAT sequence. If this sequence is found in

the regulating area, it means "beginning". However, it means "tyrosine" "as-

paragine" when it is found within a structural gene. Without the distinction

between "regulating area" / "structural gene", the sequence would be ambigu-

ous and the genetic code would be dangerous. We suppose that while the

ribosome is translating the codons there is a moment in which it recognizes

TATAAT, It is possible that instead of the two amino acids we have previously

mentioned, it reads "beginning". Had this occurred, the factory of synthesizing

proteins would collapse, but this confusion never takes place.

It is true that TATAAT has two meanings, but they are never interchange-

able. Depending on the context -the area where it is found- it has a variable

reference.

Therefore, we would say that there is a phenomenon of polysemy sensitive

to the site in biology. That is the reason why, when establishing the meaning

of a codon, it is advisable to take into account two aspects:

DNA fragment meaning = nucleotide sequence + area where it is found

Which is somehow extrapolable to what happens to a phrase and its func-

tion within the verbal language:

Phrase meaning = internal structure + site where it is found
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3.2.4 Ambiguity

The genetic code also implies ambiguity. We will deal with ambiguity from

two levels: one of them refers to the relation between a gene and a protein and

is very specific; the other one refers to the relation between the genotype and

the phenotype and is very global.

3.2.4.1 From the gene to the protein and from the protein to the
gene

Let's begin dealing with the ambiguity from the point of view of the relation

between the gene and the protein. We carry out this task starting with a text

by Pollack.

The polysemy interjected by editing adds to an ambiguity al-

ready brought on by redundancy in the genetic code: two or more

DNA sequences may in fact encode the same protein by using re-

dundant codons to order the assembly of the same amino acid se-

quence. This ambiguity is one way: looking at a protein's amino

acid sequence, it is not possible to predict the DNA sequence that

encoded it. In contrast, every messenger sequence is unambiguous:

it leads to only one protein. A one-way ambiguity of this sort is

called a degeneracy, and we say that the genetic code is degenerate.

(Pollack, 1994, pp. 83-84)

This author bases his theory on the concept of synonymy or degeneracy,

which we have already explained, in order to show the existence of ambiguity.

However, he warns about the necessity of observing the message from two

different views:

® Given a gene, the protein that synthetizes is not ambiguous. Every DNA

sequence can have as a result only one sequence of amino acids.
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• Given a protein, the DNA sequence, which has synthetized it, cannot be

constructed. Here is the ambiguity.

Synonymy, inversely seen, creates the possibility that an amino acid could

have been produced from different codons. For example, given a sequence:

Arg Ser Pro Ile Met Val Val Glu Lys

Which combination of nucleotides could have been its origin? Looking at the

table 2.1, it can be observed that:

Arg is the meaning of CGU, CGC, CGA, CGG, AGA, AGG,

Ser is the meaning of UCU, UCC, UCA, UCG, AGU, AGC,

Pro is the meaning of CCU, CGC, CCA, GAG,

He is the meaning of AUU, AUC, AUA,

Met is the meaning of AUG,

Val is the meaning of GUU, GUC, GUA, GUG

Glu is the meaning of G A A, GAG,

Lys is the meaning of A A A, AAG.

Therefore, given a proteinic sequence like this one, with 9 amino acids, it

follows that there are more than 27,000 possible combinations that could have

produced it!

3.2.4.2 From the genotype to the phenotype and from the pheno-
type to the genotype

Now, let's pay attention to another source of ambiguity of the genetic code

that is much more extreme. It is explained once more by Pollack.

A crucial ambiguity allows different genotypes to generate the

same phenotype. This ambiguity arises whenever either one or two

copies of an active alíele produce the same phenotype: a person
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with the phenotype of type A blood may be carrying either one

A and one O alíele or two A alíeles. Usually, an alíele that has

no effect on the phenotype unless it is present in both copies is

inactive. For example, while the A and B alíeles are responsible

for two slightly different chemicals on the surface of a red blood

cell, the O alíele is silent and inactive, neither adding nor subtract-

ing anything. In this silence it offers no barrier to the function

of a second alíele of either the A or the B type, so genotypes of

AO and BO generate phenotypes indistinguishable form AA and

BB, respectively. An active alíele producing the same phenotype,

whether present on one chromosome or both -like the one for blood

type A- is called dominant.

(Pollack, 1994, p. 42)

The problem that this text introduces is based on the notion of alíele. Two

alíeles are two different copies of the same gene. Each person has two alíeles

of each one of the genes, one is maternal and the other is paternal, but many

times one of them remains aside: this is what we call a recessive gene. The

example used by Pollack refers to blood. Alíele O is recessive. If a person has

an O copy and an A copy, his/her phenotype and his/her type of blood will be

A. If he/she has OO will be O, anf if he/she has A A will be A. The problem

is the following: for an O phenotype, the genotype is obviously OO. But a

phenotype A can have two possible genotypes, AA or AO. Therefore, the A

phenotype is ambiguous.

The same happens with many more examples like that one observed by

Mendel with a pea's peel. A rough pea corresponds to a rough rough pheno-

type. However, a smooth peel may correspond to a rough smooth genotype or

smooth smooth genotype because "rough peel" is a recessive gene.
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Figure 3.4: Ambiguity

From all this, one draws the conclusion that in studying the pheriotype of

a person there are thousands of genotypes that may correspond to him/her

because many pairs of different genes give equal results.

This presentation of two types of ambiguity of the genetic code equally

corresponds to ambiguity in Linguistics. Given a sentence "Van venir els avis

de Galícia" (The grandparents from Galicia came or The grandparents

came from Galicia) it is not possible to know whether it has been generated

by a structure like 3.4 A) or 3.4 B).

3.2.5 Analogy - Homology

The capacity of genomes to converge on the same meaning

through the evolution of different amino acid sequences that fold

into almost identical three-dimensional domains enriches the ge-

nomic language's ability to express subtle nuances.

[...] Why are the shapes of these domains more similar than

their amino acid sequences? When two living things bear a likeness,

either both are descended from a common ancestor who shared that
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characteristic or they have developed it independently in response

to similar needs over a long time. In the former cases, similarities

are said to be homologous, in the latter, analogous. Homologous -

but not analogous - similarities allow us to reconstruct evolutionary

relationships among today's living things. Are domain similarities

homologous or analogous? There is no rule to tell us in advance,

but either answer is informative. If many domains turn out to be

analogous - the way the separately evolved eyes of a protozoan,

a scallop, a squid, a fly, and a person are analogous - that would

teach us that the vocabulary of functional domains is a small one,

perhaps small enough for us to learn it in its entirety. If we find

that the preponderance of domain's similarities among proteins

are homologous - as we already know many to be - then our ever-

growing vocabulary will continue to provide us with the historical

context for DNA's current meanings.

(Pollack, 1994, pp. 131-132)

In Genetics, often one finds very similar phenotypes which can be caused

by two factors: a) common ancestors, b) independent evolution responding to

similar necessities. In the first case, we confront a homology, in the second

one, an analogy. Pollack's example of eyes is very illustrative. Eyes seem to

have been invented many times throughout history answering to a necessity

like that of many species: to see.

We can also apply the concept of homology and analogy in Linguistics.

For instance, the Catalan word dia and the Spanish one día (day) share two

homologous words proceeding from the Latin DIEM. Nevertheless, the Catalan

word cama (leg) and the Spanish cama (bed), are two analogous words that

have evolved to have the same form from the Latin etym GAMBA and from
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some term of unknown origin that obviously does not haye anything in common

with the mentioned source.

3.3 Adjustment of the genetic model from the

structural point of view

According to what has been discussed in this chapter, and in spite of clear

differences, it is obvious that the genetic and verbal languages have important

points in common.

However, many authors consider that genetic and linguistic languages are

too different to establish any useful analogy. In this sense, (Berwick, 1996, p.

282) affirms:

[...] Natural languages form a much simpler computational sys-

tem than the genetic code and transcription machinery. In a nut-

shell, whereas transcription exploits the three-dimensional twists

and turns of biochemistry and resembles a general programming

language, in contrast our current understanding is that natural

language exploits only adjacency as its programming "trick". Ad-

jacency is enough to derive (hence, explain) most of what we see in

natural languages. No such corresponding explanation of why the

genetic "programming language" looks the way it has been forth-

coming. The conclusion, then, is that the language of the genes is

not like a natural language but more like a general programming

language, the details of which we still do not fully understand.

In spite of these opinions, and accepting some obvious differences, we think

that it is possible to establish an analogy between both languages, not from a

specific functioning but, at least, from the basic structural facts that charac-

terize them when compared with the other known comunication systems:
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a. Simultaneity: In each linguistic production diverse substrata coexist at

the same time (with different formulations in each system).

b. Articulation: Understood as the capacity of gathering units to construct

others which are larger and more complex in a recursive way.

c. Meaning: In contrast to formal languages, the genetic and verbal lan-

guages are constructed through units which have an arbitrary semantic

reference of symbolic nature.

d. Functionality: Each unit does not depend only on its structural features

nor on its meaning, but two identical sequences can also have a different

role in the string depending on their placement, given the theoretical

value of the context where they are found.
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Chapter 4

Basic linguistic proposal of this

thesis

The theoretical framework for this work is placed in the confluence of three

fundamental factors:

» The unsuitability of formal models for the description of natural lan-

guages.

« The new perspective that the genetic model reaches.

« A methodological background which covers two tendencies:

— Minimalism, which expresses the idea that basic linguistic struc-

tures are simple.

— Constructivism, which allows us to construct a complex syntactic

building from a few basic elements.
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4.1 Theoretical framework

4.1.1 Unsuitability of formal models

Several changes in the study of verbal language have been produced throughout

this century. Because of this changes Linguistics have obtained scientific status

that did not have until a short time ago.

If it is considered a science, Linguistics needs some models. From the second

half of the fifties, and starting from the first Chomsky works, a very useful

analogy is normaly employed but has since been considered to be insufficient:

the mind acts as a computer by means of sets of rules. This formal model

of the language study has commonly used theoretical formulations adapted

from Computer Science and Computational Linguistics in order to construct

its hypothesis.

Nevertheless, some facts now invite us to change the perspective somehow,

but without leaving aside fundamental aspects of the formal focus:

1. Verbal language productions are impossible to be fitted in any of the

families of the Chomskian language hierarchy in which computational models

that have been developed until now are based. It seems its placement is found

somewhere between CS and CF families, but it has not been possible to create

a grammar that exclusively generates the sentences of a language yet.

2. Rewriting methods, in which most of the approaches used until now to

study natural language by means of formal systems are based, are not very

intuitive. Considering it from a cognitive perspective, it seems complicated

to inssure that our brain processes language by substituting some symbols for

others several times.
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3. Considering that verbal language is a natural language, and given the un-

suitability of formal referents, the idea that it would be advisable to search

some model based on another natural computational system, -whose func-

tioning could be more suitable for linguistic structures- has been extended.

4.1.2 The genetic model

The change we propose in the conception of the linguistic study is suggested

by Computer Science which lately has tested some molecular computational

models -(Head, 1987), (Adleman, 1994)- which we will try to develop in this

thesis.

We have seen in chapter 3 the close existing relationship between genetic

and verbal language from a structural point of view. We have shown, while

assuring that it is possible, the adoption of a genetic model for the study of

language. In spite of everything, we can ask ourselves if it is worthwhile to

start this research. We believe it is worthwhile due to the following reasons

that can be related to the causes that used up research based on formal models:

1. (Collado, 1993a) proved that genetic language is not CF. It approaches

it to the verbal one within the Chomsky hierarchy. On the other hand, it is

advisable to point out that the languages that have been constructed following

the molecular computational model occupy a space that can be found between

CS and CF families, in the same way that speech utterances do.

2. The genetic model presents alternatives to the rewriting, in a way that

favours the coexistence of this formula of generation with other procedures

which are even simpler, such as splicing.
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3. Genetics offers a natural model for the study of another natural fact, the

verbal language.

4.1.3 Theoretical bases: minimalism and constructivism

Minimalism and constructivism constitute the methodological constant refer-

ence of our work. These two trends help us to search some basic operative

units in a first step, in order to construct, starting from them, more complex

structures with some relations that are redefined in each level. '

4.1.3.1 Minimalism

The different thoughts that we name minimists have had cosmologie, méthod-

ologie and even théologie features. However, it is not a philosophic referent for

us, not even epistemològic, but a méthodologie one.

The principles of minimalism are found in Democrit and Aristóteles with

very different objectives. In the first one, we find as a research of the min-

imal constitutive unit of the world, and in the second as a reaction against

Parmenides opinion that reality is unique, immobile and eternal.

The atomism of Democrit searches the minimal units that constitute the

universe which he names atoms. Although it has been forgotten for many

centuries, this idea has directly led to nuclear physics of today and it is found

in the base of different scientific positionings of this century, such as logic

atomism.

Aristóteles, generally contrary to Democrit 's theories, shares with him the

criticism to Parmenides and affirms:

TO eíSévou xal TO eidaTaaSai au^aívei Ttepl roxaaç

p.e9ó5ouç, &v EÍalv àpxal í] ama ^ crcoixefa) ex TOU TaÛTa

(TOTE yap oíóp.e6a yiY^woxeiv ëxacnov, OTav Ta

Ta Tip&Ta xai Tàç àpxàç tàç Kpokaç xal I¿ÉXPI
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SfjXov cm xal TYJÇ jcepl CJJÚCTEÍOÇ £7uaTr)H.ï)ç; KEipaTÉov StopiaacrQai

Ttpôhov ta rcepl tac àpxaç.

Physics 1, 184a1

[..,] OÜTCU yàp EÍSévaí TO aúvGsTov 67ioXa[j.[3avo|ji£v, ÔTav eíSco^íEv

EX TÍVCOV xal TÏÓOWV ÈCTTÍV.

Physics 4, 187b, 102

'EXÓ^LEVOV 8' av EITQ XéyEiv rcÓTEpov 8úo i] Tpeïç ij rcXEÍouç EÍCTÍV.

^íav ^tèv yàp oùx oíóv TE, cm oùx ëv Ta èvavTÍa, àjteípouç 8', ÔTI

oux ÈJIICTTTJTÒV TO ov EaTai, ^iía TE èvavTÍíocnç èv TiavTl yévEi ÉVÍ, f)

8' ouería EV TI yévoç, xal ÔTI èvSéxETai EX KETHEpacT^Évcùv, (3éXTiov

8' ex TCEKEpaa^Évcov, ¿SaTCEp 'E^7iE8oxXf)ç, T] è^ àTiEÍpíov navTa yàp

aKoStSovat oÏETai oaaTiEp Ava^ayópaç ex TWV àKEÍpov. ETI 8è ËOTIV

aXXa oíXXwv TipÓTepa èvavTÍa, xal yíyvETai ËTEpa èÇ aXX^Xcov, otov

yXuxù xal Kixpòv xal XEUXÒV xal ¡aéXav, Tàç 8è àpxàç àei SEÏ ^LÉVEIV.

ÔTI [LEV o5v OÜTE [ilct OÜTE OtKEtpOl, SfjXoV EX TOÚTWV"

Physics 6, 189a3

1When the objects of an inquiry, in any department, have principles, conditions,
or elements, it is through acquaintance with these that knowledge, that is to say
scientific knowledge, is attained. For we do not think that we know a thing until we
are acquainted with its primary conditions or first principles, and have carried our
analysis as far as its simplest elements. Plainly therefore in the science of Nature,
as in other branches of study, our first task will be to try to determine what relates
to its principles.

2For it is when we know the nature and quantity of its components that we
suppose we know a complex.

3The next question is whether the principles are two or three or morein number.
One they cannot be, for there cannot be one contrary. Nor can they be innumerable,
because, if so, Being will not be knowable: and in any one genus there is only one
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This Aristóteles thought extends until William of Ockham, who expresses

several times throughout his work, an affirmation known as the "Ockham ra-

zor" : "frustra fit per plura quod potest fieri per pandora. (In libros Physicorum

Aristotelis, lib. IV, c. 17, § 11). This principle is known as a principle of the

minimal action and is formulated later as entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter

necessitate™,.

The thought process continues, especially, due to the important influence

of Aristóteles in the medieval world. Many of his critics search the "elax-

ista", or "the minimals", at the same time that Averroes talks about "minima

naturalia".

All these ideas have a parallel in the minimalism of the XX century, an

artistic philosophic-theoretical position whose origins date from the beginning

of the 60's by defining itself as art pared down to the "minimum". The minimal-

ism implies the movement's modernist goal of reducing painting and sculpture

to essentials, in this case the bare-bones essentials of geometric abstraction

(Atkins, 1990). This trend has special incidence in painting, sculpture and

architecture, without forgetting its influence over music.

Chomsky adopted the minimalist attitude for the study of Linguistics in

1993 with the publication of The minimalist project. In this sense, it is a

very significant text noteworthy in that he considers language as a biological

system:

Some basic properties of language are unusual among biological

contrariety, and substance is one genus:also a finite number is sufficient, and a finite
number, such, as the principles of Empedocles, is better than an infinite multitude;
for Empedocles professes to obtain from his principles all that Anaxagoras obtains
from his innumerable principles. Lastly, some contraries are more primary than
others, and some arise from others-for example sweet and bitter, white and black-
whereas the principles must always remain principles. This will suffice to show that
the principles are neither one nor innumerable.
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systems, notably the property of discrete infinity. A working hy-

pothesis in generative grammar has been that languages are based

on simple principles that interact to form often intricate structures,

and that the language faculty is nonredundant, in that particular

phenomena are not "overdetermined" by principles of language.

These too are unexpected features of complex biological systems,

more like what one expects to find (for unexplained reasons) in

the study of the inorganic world. The approach has, nevertheless,

proved to be a successful one, suggesting that the hypotheses are

more than just an artifact reflecting a mode of inquiry.

(Chomsky, 1995, p. 168)

Nevertheless, it has been a fruitful working hypothesis that in

its basic structure, the language faculty has properties of simplic-

ity and elegance that are not characteristic of complex organic sys-

tems, just as its infinite digital character seems biologically rather

isolated.

(Chomsky, 1995, p. 29)

4.1.3.2 Constructivism

With some simple and well defined minimal units it has been possible to con-

struct a syntactic structure that, without any doubt, can reach great complex-

ity. That is the reason why we have adopted the denominated constructivism

as another theoretical framework indispensable for our work.

Regardless, this movement, like minimalism, has influenced art -especially

architecture- of the 20th century from Picasso and Braque, we prefer referring

to the constructivist idea carried out by Piaget with respect to knowledge:
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Mais si l'épistémologie génétique a repris la question, c'est dans

la double intention de constituer une méthode apte à fournir des

contrôles et surtout de remonteer aux sources, donc à la genèse

même des connaissances, dont l'épistémologietraditionellene connaît

que les états supérieurs, autrement dit certaines résultantes. Le

propre de l'épistémologie génétique est ainsi de chercher à dégager

les racines des diverses variétés de connaissance dès leurs formes

les plus élémentaires et de suivre leur développement aux niveaux

ultérieurs jusqu'à la pensée scientifique inclusivement.

(Piaget, 1970, p. 6)

And later on, referring to creation:

...l'idée directrice constitue certes l'aboutissement d'une série

de projets antérieurs, mais la combinaison réalisée résulte de choix

et de mises en relations non contenues en eux: elle est donc nou-

velle en tant que combinaison due à l'intelligence d'un ou plusieurs

sujets et elle nous enrichit d'objets qui n'étaient ni connus ni même

déductibles avant certains rapprochements activement recherchés.

(Piaget, 1970, p. 112)

Relying on this last quotation, we point out that construction of some

structures from others does not only imply a hierarchization but also the es-

tablishing of new relations at each level, and a more formal complexity.

Chomsky has also been sensitive to this idea which he expresses in the

following way:

[...] To address them required a better understanding of the

fact that language involves "infinite use of finite means" in one

classic formulation. Advances in the formal sciences provided that
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understanding, making it feasible to deal with the problems con-

structively. Generative grammar can be regarded as a kind of con-

fluence of long-forgotten concerns of the study of language and

mind, and new understanding provided by the formal sciences.

(Chomsky, 1995, pp. 3-6)

4.2 Linguistic proposals

Once the theoretical framework has been defined, it is necessary to remember,

once more, that the goal of this thesis is the study of syntactic structures.

Now we will explain which units and basic tools we count with to do that, and

which are the objectives we will try to reach.

4.2.1 Units and basic tools

Due to the minimalist focusing we want to give to our work, it is desirable that

minimal structures are axiomatic and that there is only one that could act as a

base to carry out all the operations which have to be allowed to construct the

syntactic building from the molecular point of view. Referring to operations,

the theoretical base, as we have seen in chapter 2, is also of great simplicity.

Therefore, the point of departure is the following:

1. Minimal linguistic units (which will be defined in chapter 5).

2. Molecular computing methods:

« Recombination:

— mechanism: to cut and paste,

— stage strings: 2,

— syntactic result: complexity.
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Mutations:

— mechanism: to change places, copy and paste,

— stage strings: 1,

— syntactic result: simple variations.
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4.2.2 Objectives

We fundamentally introduce a general objective with these instruments:

A new approach to the study of linguistics from the molecular

point of view:

1. To reconstruct syntax with the basic units we will pro-

pose and molecular methods, checking how far they can

reach.

2. To formulate some systems capable of generating the

major part of syntactic structures of language.

3. To define an acceptable formalization to be implemented

in order to assess whether it is capable of describing and

predicting the linguistic creation. Therefore, we intend

to offer a method of linguistic manipulation that can be

useful for automatic translation, generation of sentences

by means of a computer, etc.

When examining computational methods with which we work, and because

they differ in fundamental points, we check that different objectives can be

formulated according to the methods used: recombination or mutations.

1. Objectives of recombination

(a) Descriptive objective: to study the linguistic complexity with the

tools offered by the molecular study.

(b) Generative objective: to simulate the generating mechanisms of

complex syntactic structures, (figure 4.1).
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(c) Analytical objective: to check whether the domain of structures that

can be obtained by means of recombination methods is comparable

to the domain of complex structures of the language.

2. Objectives of mutations

(a) Descriptive objective: to study the internal relation among different

elements that configurate a linguistic string with tools offered by

molecular study.

(b) Generative objective: to obtain all the simple variations of a pat-

tern, this is to say, all those constructions which do not alter its

structure (figure 4.1).

(c) Analytical objective: to check what is the domain of strings that

can be obtained by means of evolutive methods.

Therefore, the following chapters will develop the objectives we have just

expressed with tools and theoretical support introduced here.
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Minimal
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Units

Recombination

Operations

Evolutionary

Operations

Complex

Structures

Simple
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Figure 4.1: Generative objectives
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Preliminary concepts
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The second part of this thesis tries to formulate the syntactic bases and

axioms where the application of molecular computing methods to Linguistics

will be based on.

Since the goal of this work is the study of syntax, the constant referent

will be the sentence. Such term has been compared to the operon in chapter

4. However, it is necessary to insist on the level of complexity of the operon-

sentence we want to center our attention on when testing molecular computing

methods. In this sense, a connection between levels of the sentence and the

operon will be settled in order to make a proposal of nearness to the syntax

from the theory of patterns. Therefore, a linguistic pattern and a linguistic

string will be defined, as well as setting out a new way of representation of

such structures. We will consider this widely in chapter 5.

In chapter 6 we will carry out a theoretical description of the two basic

steps in the operations we want to apply: cuts and links. First of all, we will

study the kinds of cuts that can be done to a linguistic unit taking into account

the existing ones in genetic engineering and the units of work we will propose

in chapter 5.

Once all the possible cuts have been made, a recount of the generated

syntactic pieces will be carried out, then obtaining an inventory that acts as a

base for the next applications.

The syntactic pieces obtained, the following step will consist of testing

linking methods in order to establish its suitability. The obtained results with

the links can allow us to discard some kinds of cut and, therefore, restrict our

samples of pieces for the expected goals.

Chapter 7 discusses types of elements without genetic referent. They are

called "ghosts" and they are the required catalyst of the non-tautological oper-

ations. We call tautological operations those in which after having proceeded

to the cut and recombination of two linguistic units, the result is a structure

analogous to the existing ones before the operation.
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Chapter 5

Linguistic Units

5.1 Objectives

In the first part of this chapter, section 5.2 we set out:

• To discuss the adjustment of terminal symbols for our study. This topic

is related to this question: which are the terminal symbols in syntax?

• To establish a description of the sentence broad enough to include most

of the possible languages and simple enough to be able to be subjected to

the methods of molecular computing. In this sense, the use of linguistic

pattern will be introduced.

• To determine the basic unit that will serve as a base for all the work that

has to be developed in this thesis.

In section 5.3 we will approach the definition of linguistic string, carrying

out a description and a classification of strings relying on several criteria. Fi-

nally, in section 5.4 we will propose a representation of patterns, the ULPS,

where we will bring about a formal analysis and determine the initial or ax-

iomatic ULPS in Catalan.
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5.2 Patterns and linguistic typology

5.2.1 Suitability of the use of terminal symbols in syn-

tactic systems

One of the main advantages of the application of the suggested operations

through recombinations of DNA to Computer Science consists in the use of a

unique vocabulary composed by terminal symbols, in this case the nucleotides

-a,c,g,t-. In Linguistics, derivations by the generative grammar consider words

as the minimal syntactic unit. However, as we have seen in 3.1,1, the linguistic

correspondence of nucleotides is quite vague and, in any case, it does not seem

to be the word, but many geneticists and linguists feel inclined to a nucleotide

- phoneme analogy. Anyway, it is worthwhile to examine the possibilities of

channeling studies with each one of these genetic-syntax terminal correspon-

dences:

1. Nucleotide-phoneme.

2. Nucleotide-word.

Proposal 1 refers to the correlation that has been proved as the most plau-

sible. In spite of the difficulties mentioned in 3.1.1, it seems that nucleotides

may have a parallel in phonemes. This is a weak analogy, but it seems to be

the best one. Starting the study in linguistics from the phonemes takes us

directly to the phonetics or, at most, to the morphology, and this is not the

purpose of this work. Because the comparison is not absolutely solid and turns

us aside from the preferential attention of this thesis, which is syntax, we think

that the best thing to do is to leave aside this idea definitely.

Proposal 2 puts the nucleotide and the word on the same level. The problem

that the assumption of this idea supposes is that the inventory of words in

a language is quite large; it can even be argued that the set of words in a
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language is infinitely numerable because it is possible to make a correspondence

betwen each natural number and a word. In short, we should be setting up a

methodological parallelism between a system of four signs and another which

has millions. There is still an additional problem: we are trying to describe

some combinatory rules for each unit, and this fact makes it impossible to

work with elements of an infinite set. So, we agree to look for some minimal

units that allow the generalization.

In summary, we can conclude by saying that the work with terminal sym-

bols is not the ideal one to work out a linguistic theory, especially when the

genetic referent in which it is based does not offer a clear analogy between these

two systems. Then we will raise, at least, a level over the terminal symbols

where units have already been gathered in greater sets. We propose placing

in a syntagmatic level that which may belong to the gene's level within the

genetic code as it is shown in figure 5.1, or to the upper areas such as the

regulatory and structural one.

Operon Sentence

nucleotides •«-
Non-functional

units

. phonemes

Figure 5.1: Correlation among syntactic levels
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5.2.2 The notion of pattern: searching the syntactic

universals

The pattern concept was introduced by (Angluin, 1980). (Mitrana, 1999, p. 49)

defines it as a "word containing variables and constants and then, the language

defined by a pattern a consists of all words obtained from a by substituting a

string of constants for each variable". Notice that, in this definition, word is

equivalent to string in formal languages, not to what we understand by word

from a grammatical point of view.

The present syntax starts from a very simple premise: 0 —» SN SV. If we

pay attention to the "pattern" definition we have just given, we realize that

syntax understands the sentence as a pattern O, integrated by variables SN and

SV, whose domains are immense. Work with patterns can be very interesting

because it allows us to play a part with a higher level of the syntactic structure,

establishing general rules that later can be made effective in specific strings.

Nevertheless, we wonder if a definition could be found of the sentence that

a) trims a little the domain of the variables, b) is as universal as possible.

In order to answer this question, searching universal syntactic components,

we turn to (Greenberg, 1963). This author postulates three of the main ones:

subject, object and verb. The. same author states that the existence of these

three components is the most universal typologie characteristic of natural lan-

guages.

If we rely on this proposal, we have reduced the domain of SV by doing a

syntactic description that seems, at least, as universal as the previous one.

At this point, we can propose the existence of a pattern ex with the variables

S,V,O. We call them functional variables: Variable S has assigned function

Subject, variable V has assigned function Verb and variable O has assigned

function Object. All the variables that can develop function S belong to the

domain of S. All the variables that can develop function V belong to the
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domain of V. All the variables that can develop function O belong to the

domain of O.

These three variables, which always have to be the same ones in the same

pattern, can be ordered in a different way in different languages. This fact led

Greenberg to the classification of the languages in SOV, SVO, VSO, VOS, OVS

and OSV. Most of the languages in the world belong to one of the three first

groups, especially to the first two of them. Whether some of these languages

may be included in the last group is an open question. Catalan and English

are SVO. This classification does not deny that a language may have diverse

syntactic patterns of a sentence or allow a very free order. However, it seems,

without any doubt, that the main pattern in Catalan is SVO, which we call

basic pattern. So, this will be the original arranging of variables within the

basic pattern "sentence", which we consider the axiomatic pattern.

5.2.3 Description of a linguistic pattern

At this point, we will define the basic linguistic pattern as the one composed

by S, V, O, noticing the following formation criteria:

• Simplicity: A basic pattern has only one occurrence for each variable.

« Precedence: SVO is an ordered pattern by means of precedence, denoted

by -<. For a SVO language such as Catalan: S -< V, O; V -< O.

As we have pointed out, this description adapts to Catalan structure. In

order to adjust the definition of basic linguistic pattern to any other language,

we only need to change the precedence criterion. For instance, Latin is a SOV

language. If we want to construct a basic linguistic pattern, it is advisable to

modify the precedence in the following way: S -< O, V; O -< V.

We name the patterns using the first letters of the Greek alphabet a, /3,7,. . .

S, V, O are the variables. U is any variable. S denotes the domain of S, defined
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as the set of strings si, $2, • • - , sn which can replace S. X e S. The domain of

V, defined as the set of strings vi,v<2, -..,vn which can replace V, is denoted

by V. O stands for the domain of O, defined as the set of strings oi, o2,..., on

that can replace O. U is S U V U 0, this is to say, the universe.

We denote by s, s' any string belonging to S. v, v' are any strings belonging

to V. o, o' are any strings belonging to O. u, u' are any strings belonging to

S U V U 0 .

In order to avoid confusion between a string understood as the final rep-

resentation of a pattern, and a string understood as the representation of a

variable, from now on we will call focus to every s, v, o, u € U.

S and V are disjoint sets as well as V and O. But S and O are not disjoint.

There are some elements of «S which can belong to O. This is, S H V = 0,

Vr\O = 0, SnO T¿ 0. Therefore, there is not any u \ u e V/\(u e SVu e O),

For example, a phrase such as "the pen" can play the role S, in sentences such

as "T/ie pen is red' or the role O in phrases such as "/ want the pen". On

the contrary, a terminal sequence that plays the role of V, such as "have" can

neither belong to S "* have sings a song" nor to O u* I am have".

5.2.4 Results

Up to now, we have achieved three important objectives:

1. To argue that working with terminal symbols is not the most suitable in

order to experiment on the molecular recombination methods in syntax.

2. To define the sentence as a pattern with the variables SVO.

3. To describe the pattern SVO, which is considered the axiomatic pattern

in Catalan.
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5.3 Strings

5.3.1 Objectives

In this section we are setting out:

1. To define linguistic string.

2. To describe the relations among the different foci of a string.

3. To arrange strings considering two different points of view:

(a) Typology;

(b) State in relation to the application of rules.

5.3.2 Definition

A linguistic string is a sequence obtained by means of combining foci of the

domain of each variable of a pattern according to:

« the formation conditions imposed by the pattern:

— length of the string,

— occurrences of each focus,

— precedence.

« the combination rules among s, v, o

— agreement: necessary between s and v, and possible between s and

°,

— level assignment: necessary between v and o.

The linguistic strings are named by using the last letters of the alphabet:

x, y, z, w. We call length of a string x -len(x}- the number of foci that it has.

Therefore, if x = svo —>• len(x) = 3.
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5.3.3 Relations among the foci of a string

As we have just pointed, the diverse foci of a string are interdependent, and

they are joined by two fundamental relations: agreement and level assignment.

Both relations are universal, but its morphological or syntactic expression is

not. We will give a description for Catalan which can act as a base to build

the bonds that adjust the focal relation in other languages.

We will start by giving a small reason of what agreement and assignation

level entail, and later on we will analyze the specific relations among the foci

in a linguistic string.

Agreement is based on the existence of subscripts that mark the different

foci. Those which belong to S, V, O have subscripts with the values of person

(P) and number (N). Elements of <S, O bear a gender (G) mark just as strings

of V have a tense (T) mark. P can be 1, 2 and 3. N can be e (singular),

p (plural). G can be f (feminine), m (masculine). We do not take T into

account because it does not relate elements belonging to V to those of any

other domain. P(u) refers to the value P that has a focus z, N(u) refers to the

value N that has a focus z. G^ refers to the value G that has a focus z.

The existing relation among elements varies depending on the languages.

This possible divergence in the structural relation within a string in different

languages is determined by:

• The existence of more or less values within the parameters P, N or G. For

instance, in some languages like Greek, we find another element belonging

to N, the dual one (d). There are others like Latin and German which

rely on the neuter (n) genre (G), whereas there are some other languages

like English that almost ignore this variable as a flexible characteristic.

« The existence of different parameters of P, N, G or T. The best known

and classical example is the mark of case C , which some languages such

as Latin, Greek and German have.
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The level assignment only produces effects on v and o. Even though it is

a universal relation, many languages do not express it by means of a morpho-

logical rule. In spite of lacking this, which affects Catalan as well as English,

the strong structural relation is obvious between v and o, led by v through the

choice of the kind of object that it prefers on its right. This choice is what we

call level assignment.

5.3.3.1 Relations between sv

s and v are subscripted with values of number (N) and person (P). N may be

e or p. P may be 1, 2 or 3. In order to get a correct structure, subscripts of s

and v must be the same. This implies that s and v must exist.

Contrary to what we have just asserted, we may point out that, in fact,

s is a dispensable element in any description of Catalan. Nevertheless, this

perception is not right at all. In Catalan 3s = A, because A G S. That fact

allows us to establish a distinction between languages in which A e S and

languages in which A £ ¿>. Catalan belongs to the first group, English to the

second one. A correct sentence in Catalan may be represented SPAT^PATO /

XpNVpNO, whereas in English only the first form would be correct.

The difference between languages with X e S or without X e S is not

determinant although it seems so, because the key fact is that s always ex-

ists. The fundamental divergence (if it exists in some language) should be the

presence/absence of S as a grammatical law.

We also wonder who assigns the values PN: s or -y. It seems, at first, that

none of them does it because agreement is the only requirement. But, let us

notice that there cannot be any s without these values, which are inherent in

themselves. However, it is possible to find v without PN. Everything leads us

to consider that v takes PN of s in every string.
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